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Crowdfunding in the EU – Exploring the added value of potential EU action 
 
Danish Shareholders Association - the organisation representing private investors in Denmark – a 
member of EuroFinUse finds the Commission Consultation Document on Crowdfunding very 
interesting, but the format makes it difficult to convey the considerations of the association. 
 
Danish Shareholders Association finds it of paramount importance that growth and development in 
business is stimulated and that new ways of financing development of enterprises are tried. 
Especially SMEs and new-started enterprises need access to financing that is not an 
administrative burden. In view of these consideration is crowdfunding and especially peer-to-peer 
lending interesting. 
 
Consumers are worried because it is very difficult in a period of low growth and low interest to 
place savings and especially pension-savings in a way so that the savings are not eaten up by 
costs, inflation and taxes. 
 
Consumers are searching for investment possibilities that appear to deliver higher return on 
investment than traditional placements. 
 
Consequently consumers are increasingly open to placements more risky than traditional 
placements with risks that many consumers will find it difficult to understand. Often consumers will 
not discover the risks in their pursuit of return on investment. 
 
Many consumers are interested in crowdfunding but without understanding of the risks. It is 
important to give consumers a reasonable protection without strangling the crowdfunding industry. 
 
Invitations to invest in crowdfunding must be accompanied by adequate and easy-to-understand 
information on the project and the risks related to this type of investment. These warnings can be 
delivered by the project owner, a platform, a promotor or other intermediaries. When crowdfunding 
is promoted to consumers via a platform, a promotor or other intermediaries the intermediary shall 
always be obliged to provide adequate and easy-to-understand information and warnings to 
consumers before the consumers invest. 
  
European legislation will be necessary if an obligation to provide warnings shall cover all Member 
States of the Union. It is of outstanding importance to set up administrative mechanisms that are 
not so complicated that crowdfunding is strangled in administrative procedures.  
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It is our impression that the legislation that will enter into force in the United Kingdom in the spring 
of 2014 has the relevant elements: 
 

a. Obligations concerning the governance systems and control 
b. Minimum capital requirement related to the operational costs (minimum £ 100,000) 
c. Segregation of money from contributors (investors)  
d. Clear rules for the activities of P2P lending platforms consistent with the following 

principles: 
i. Marketing and communication with clients must be clear, fair and never 

misleading 
ii. Secure and reliable it systems 
iii. Fair handling of complaints  
iv. A safe continuation of the administration of contracts if the company has to stop 
v. Secure processes for credit-evaluation and provisions against fraud 

 
In order to make crowdfunding attractive for consumers are the following points in demand: 
 

a. Losses shall be tax deductible (to be set off against gains/returns) 
b. Investing in crowdfunding shall be accepted placing of pension savings (also for pension 

savings in banks) 
c. Segregated funds for crowdfunding shall be covered by the investor protection schemes.  

 
 
Kind regards 
Danish Shareholders Association 
 
Klaus Struwe 
Political advisor to the Danish Shareholders Association 


